Your educational
experience includes:
• Theoretical and practical information directly
from experts in marine conservation
• Hydration during activities
• Snorkeling equipment and boat (if your tour
includes this activity)

Schedule your visit and get prices information
by writing to:
contacto@redarrecifaldominicana.org.do
www.redarrecifaldominicana.org

• May include lunch if requested

+1 809-959-9221
fgpc@puntacana.com
www.puntacana.org
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• Visit the ornamental fish nursery

ABOUT US
Grupo Puntacana Foundation is a pioneer NGO
in leading sustainable development initiatives on
the east coast of Dominican Republic. Recognizing
that the main assets of the Caribbean tourism are
its nature and its people, our mission is to protect
and preserve the natural resources of the Punta
Cana region and create opportunities for local
communities.

Innovative solutions to face
environmental challenges

Marine Innovation Center

• Participate in the reforestation of mangroves in the
beach area
• Learn about coral restoration
• Learn about lionfish and turtle conservation

Choose your
experience
Our programs are based on several study areas that can
be adapted to each group. You can choose a program
or a combination of these to create a unique and
personalized tour. Choose your tour:
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• Help the scientists in the coral lab: cut, clean and code
coral fragments
• Learn the different types of coral nurseries, measure and
install fragment in a nursery

Center for sustainability and
sustainable agriculture program

• Visit sustainable agriculture projects: aquaponics,
orchard, greenhouse and vermicompost
• Learn about homemade compost and waste sorting
• Animal conservation project tours: Iguanas, Gavilán de la
Hispaniola and apiary

Learn and enjoy in our
ecological tours
We invite you to learn about our projects through
guided tours that include detailed explanations about
our environmental impact programs. We have created
an environment where our visitors can actively
participate in a natural universe, which encompasses
multiple and interesting ecological activities on land
and sea.
We host numerous groups of students, from middle
school, high school, and universities who will
volunteer to learn and contribute to our marine
conservation projects.

• Participate in the bird watching and the forest
reforestation tour.
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Indigenous Eyes Ecological Reserve

• Guided tour around the biodiversity of the Indigenous
Eyes Ecological Reserve.
• Learn about the importance of biodiversity at a global
and local level.
• Learn about sustainable practices of native peoples
(Taínos and Ciguayos).
• Includes access and bathe in a lagoon

